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Abstract

Case Report

The psychotic disturbances in a patient can either have an organic cause or a functional cause. One of the organic
causes is the presence of any space occupying lesion in the brain like the Arachnoid cyst. We present the case report of
a 15-year-old adolescent male who presented with insidious development of psychotic symptoms in the form of
delusional ideas of referential and persecutory content, of varying intensity with second person auditory hallucinations,
disturbance of sleep and behaviour in form aggression. He was admitted in our ward and his medical work up was
within normal range including the neurological examination except for the neuroimaging studies that revealed an
arachnoid cyst in the right temporal region with a marked mass effect on right temporal lobe. The neurosurgery consult
suggested conservative management for the same and the patient was managed on antipsychotic (Risperidone) along
with an anticonvulsant (Levetiracetam) during the hospital stay when his psychotic and aggressive symptoms started
improving. Our case emphasises the importance of considering an organic cause like any space occupying lesion in the
brain (arachnoid cyst in our case) for induction of psychopathological symptoms, even those of schizophrenia. It is
difficult to be absolutely certain whether the lesion had influence on the patient's presenting psychiatric symptoms or
not. However, due to the anatomical and neuropsychological changes, one cannot exclude the possibility that the
lesion played a significant role in this case. This raises considerable problems when it comes to choosing a therapeutic
strategy in such a patient like whether the surgical intervention for the arachnoid cyst would change the course,
prognosis and the outcome of the psychiatric symptoms or whether the psychopharmacological intervention would be
sufficient for a better outcome and quality of life of the patient.
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INTRODUCTION
Psychosis in a patient may be caused either by
functional or organic conditions that cause changes in
the perception and thinking [1]. Structural changes in
the brain like space-occupying lesions or biochemical
changes are among the many causes of psychosis that
occur secondary to a general medical condition [2-6].
Arachnoid cysts are benign space-occupying
lesions that contain CSF. They account for only 1% of
all intracranial space-occupying lesions [7]. They occur
quite commonly in males and occur about twice as
often on the left side (70%) [8, 9]. They can appear in
any area of the brain or spinal cord, though they have
been frequently observed in the Sylvian fissure (50%)
[8] and mid cranial fossa (34%). These cysts are often
diagnosed accidentally before adulthood (60–90% prior
to the age of 16). The clinical symptoms vary in
patients depending on the location of the cyst and the
age of the patient. During the childhood, hydrocephaly
or cranial deformation is the most frequent

manifestations, whereas in adolescents and adults,
headaches and convulsive events are the most common
[10]. Other clinical features include ataxia, ocular
alterations, focal neurological signs, dizziness and
altered memory [8, 11].
Although arachnoid cysts are mostly
considered to be incidental lesions when found in
patients with psychiatric disorders with no focal
neurological signs [11], some studies still point to the
existence of the causal relationship [11-21]. The finding
of presence of an arachnoid cyst in a patient with
psychosis raises diagnostic and therapeutic problems
that are extremely significant from a clinical point of
view [11, 12, 15, 18-20].
The aim of our case report is to highlight the
cross-sectional diagnostic and therapeutic challenge to
establish the causal relationship of the presence of
intracranial arachnoid cyst in the patient of psychosis
that would only be resolved over time with regular
follow up of the patient. It also poses significant
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concerns regarding the course and outcome of the
psychiatric disorder and raises relevance of therapeutic
intervention (medical/surgical/ psychopharmacological)
when both the conditions are co-existent in a patient.

CASE REPORT
We present the case of a 15-year-old
adolescent male who was brought to the department of
Psychiatry of Dayanand Medical College and Hospital,
Ludhiana. The ethics committee permission has been
sought for the same.
The patient was brought by the worried parents
with the complaint of suspiciousness and altered
behaviour of their son. According to them, since one
and half years, when their son was studying in 7th
standard, he had undergone insidious onset of
symptoms having a continuous but fluctuating course
over time. The symptoms were in the form of paranoia,
generalised distrustful attitude towards family and
friends, disinterest and withdrawal from social activities
like birthday parties and participation in sports events of
school unlike his usual self. The parents noticed periods
of prolonged vacant gaze, odd and inappropriate
behaviour, with intermittent aggression, muttering to
self and at times, self-laughing. The patient also
reported having auditory hallucinations in the second
person with referential, depreciatory and persecutory
content. He had disturbed sleep, decreased self-hygiene
and refusal to eat. The patient had falling academic
grades and performance due to which parents had to
drop him out from the school in 7th standard. He also
lost his contacts with friends. The family had sought to
multiple religious/ spiritual faith healers but in the last 2
months, as the symptoms of the patient worsened and
the condition deteriorated, psychiatric consult was
taken. The patient was admitted in Psychiatry ward.
The general physical examination revealed an
average weighted adolescent (BMI 24.3 kg/m2) with no
clinical signs of any abnormality. The neurological
examination was also insignificant. During the mental
state examination, the patient was seen scanning the
interview room was alert, reactive and oriented to time
and place. He looked perplexed. No formal thought
disorder could be elicited. The thought content revealed
preoccupations, delusions of reference and persecution
and perceptual disturbance in the form of auditory
hallucinations. The cognitive assessment was average
and the Mini-Mental State Examination [22] was
normal (29/30).
His prior medical history showed 3 episodes of
febrile seizures during early developmental period for
which no long term treatment was sought. He was
eldest of his three siblings and his developmental
milestones were attained within normal range. He had
no history suggestive of substance abuse and his urine
drug screen (done on the day of admission) was also

negative. His family history had no significant seizure/
psychiatric disorders.
The blood investigations and urinalysis were
normal on all parameters of laboratory work up. The
awake EEG was also found to be normal. A 2D-MRI
brain done during admission revealed the presence of an
arachnoid cyst of 6.3 X 5.0 cm at the level of the right
temporal lobe, with a marked mass effect on the right
temporal lobe. The neuropsychological examination
showed IQ of 76 on MISIC (Malin’s Intelligence Scale
for Indian Children) (borderline intellectual ability).
The neurology and neurosurgery consultation liaising
was
obtained
which
suggested
conservative
management of arachnoid cyst as it wasn’t causing any
focal neurological signs and symptoms in the patient
and the risk of operating outweighed the advantage of
surgery in this case as the temporal causal relationship
could not be established between the cyst and
psychosis.
The patient was started on antipsychotic
therapy (Risperidone 1 mg twice daily) for psychotic
symptoms and anticonvulsant (levetiracetam) as
prophylaxis in view of the potential risk of seizure. The
psychotic symptoms started improving progressively
during the hospital stay, with amelioration of the
psychomotor agitation and remission of the auditory
hallucinations. The patient is on regular follow up with
us and is maintaining well on antipsychotics till now.

DISCUSSION
This patient's clinical picture is characterised
by the insidious development of psychotic symptoms
over one and half years in form of delusional ideas with
a referential and persecutory content, second person
auditory hallucinations and behavioural changes in the
form of aggression. The patient did not present with the
typical characteristics that distinguish whether the
psychosis has a non-organic or an organic cause like
autonomic instability in form of abnormal vital signs/
recent memory changes/ age more than 40years, ataxia,
altered sensorium or focal neurological deficit although
his 2D MRI brain showed arachnoid cyst. His urine tox
panel was negative that ruled out any drug or substance
induced psychopathology.
Hence, it is difficult to ascertain whether we
are in the presence of an organic psychotic disorder or
of a simple coincidence in which the arachnoid cyst is
just an incidental finding as compared to the
development of functional psychosis. Although the cyst
seemed to be congenital, it did not cause any major
symptoms earlier in life. Nevertheless, it may enlarge
and interfere with adjacent neural structures or CSF
circulation [7]. Association of psychiatric symptoms
without any neurological manifestations, young age of
onset, absence of family history for psychiatric
disorders, evidence of compression of the right
temporal lobe and neighbouring structures, and changes
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in the neuropsychological tests are the factors that
might suggest a causal relationship of arachnoid cyst to
the psychiatric disorder. In our case, risperidone was
chosen as it has shown good results in cases of
psychosis associated with a general medical condition,
including a case of psychosis associated with an
arachnoid cyst [13, 23-26].

symptoms or the neurological symptoms during follow
up of such a case.
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